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What did Lorena Bobbitt tell her husband after the deed was done?
-John, I have matters well in hand.

On the morning of June 23rd , 1993, Lorena Bobbitt severed her husband's penis with a
kitchen carving knife, literally enacting the old myth of women as castrators. America reacted to
Lorena's and her husband John's situation first with horror and then with humor. Soon after the
attack was made public, jokes and commentaries proliferated on television and in magazines,
journals, and newspapers. Because Americans were so shocked by Lorena's action, they
scrambled to represent and explain it in a manner that made the act morally comprehensible.
Looking at interviews, jokes, commentaries, and John's subsequent career in pornography
reveals the specific ideological beliefs America relied upon as it reacted to and managed the
situation presented by Lorena and John Bobbitt. Although Lorena's action was unusual and
brutal, the gender ideology employed to make sense of the Bobbitts' situation was surprisingly
traditional. To understand Americans' reaction to Lorena's and John's situations, we must
understand the ideological perspective from which America's reaction sprung.
Ideology exists as a lens through which we view our world. It is a perspective
constructed by the society that employs it and, while it feels natural, it exists only as long as it is
accepted and reinforced by individuals living under it (Kavanagh 310). Ideology thus gradually
shifts as perceptions of our society slowly change. For example, a recent change in American
gender ideology has been a shift away from the traditional view that it is natural for women to
work at home caring for children and keeping house, while men work outside the home
providing financial support for their families. In this example are also embedded several other
ideological assumptions: that a family is made up of one woman and one man married by law

and/or religious ceremony, that children are desired and present, and that one person has the
ability to provide financial support for numerous dependents. From an ideological perspective,
the words "family" or "marriage" carry specific connotations concerning American ideological
assumptions about sex, gender, and economics. However, as economic and social definitions
have shifted over the past four decades, so have Americans' ideological perspectives. It is
impossible to live in a social system full of deviants, so our gender ideology has shifted
somewhat to include working mothers, house husbands, and single-parent families (Kavanagh).
With the advent of these new roles and debates about same-sex marriages, America seems to
have moved toward a gender ideology based-at

least tentatively-on

sexual equality.

But perspectives rooted so deeply in what we envision as natural are slow to change, and
American gender ideology is still fundamentally grounded in patriarchal assumptions. Although
our gender ideology now accepts the necessity of working mothers, the ideal American family
remains one in which the mother stays at home and the father goes to work. Thus, we can see
that American gender ideology has shifted to incorporate women's needs and desires to work
outside of their homes, while still holding ideal based on an older form of our belief in the
American family. This shift also illuminates how ideology appears natural at the time it is
employed, but changes as the needs of those participating change.
In addition to meeting economic needs-most
one income-American

families cannot sustain themselves on

women have also entered the labor force searching for personal

fulfillment outside the roles of wife and mother. As these needs have been gradually recognized,
the concept of working women has been incorporated into gender ideology. However, women
who work outside their homes also gain more financial and personal power, which creates
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tension between the traditional gender ideology and one based on equality. This tension is
rooted in a power struggle that was illuminated by Lorena and John Bobbitt. Literally, John and
Lorena fought each other for power: Lorena tried to stop John's adulterous affairs, John allegedly
physically and emotionally abused Lorena, and Lorena retaliated with physical violence.
Metaphorically, Lorena's and John's power struggle was then played out by media images, jokes,
and cartoons that symbolized tensions between American women and men in a changing gender
ideology.
Because Lorena and John's situation was so extreme, the American public needed to
categorize the Bobbitts in order to set them aside as scandalous examples and to address tensions
raised by the roles each of them presented. Lorena's act presented a nightmare myth come to
life and acted as a symbolic warning to a patriarchal gender ideology. Her violence and John's
susceptibility to his wife's anger raised questions that Americans had been trying to deal with for
years. Namely, how can we manage a shifting power balance within established patriarchal
gender ideology? The drastic nature of Lorena Bobbitt's action reveals the entrenchment of this
gender ideology by exposing the almost desperate efforts Americans made to fit John and Lorena
within their framework of assumptions about gender.
The ways in which John fits and Lorena does not fit into expected gender roles are
illuminated by assumptions and stereotypes about the Bobbitts in media portrayals, jokes and
cartoons about the Bobbitts, and the possibility of John Wayne Bobbitt beginning a career in
pornography. Although both John and Lorena were tried for violent crimes (John for marital
sexual assault and Lorena for malicious wounding), John was able to capitalize on his situation,
combining America's fascination with his penis with his macho persona to begin a career in
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pornography. John's persona and career in pornography in relation to American gender ideology
will be explored later in this paper. For now, I will focus on Lorena's dichotomous images and
Americans' tactics in managing them.
Lorena presented more of a problem for a patriarchal ideology than John because she
embodied two dichotomous images: the aggressor and the victim. The violent act Lorena
committed certainly revealed aggressive behavior, but Lorena's attorneys emphasized that she
was a victim, driven to her aggression by years of abuse. Emphasizing Lorena's victimization
served not only as part of her legal defense, but it also softened the most challenging aspect of
Lorena's image-that

she committed a violently aggressive act. The fact that Lorena was able to

emphasize her position as a victim so well points to Americans' comfort level with images of
women as victims and the need to reject the more disturbing image of female aggression. So
while Lorena may have been acting out a defense against her allegedly abusive husband,
American gender ideology could not accept her violence, only the victimization that led to it.
Although John Bobbitt was acquitted on charges of marital sexual assault and spousal abuse, the
fact that Lorena claimed in court (and in an interview with Vanity Fair magazine) that she had
been physically and emotionally abused set her firmly within the role of victim.
The construction of this stereotype of the female victim began over a decade ago with the
creation of federal task forces, increased media attention, and lawsuits filed by domestic abuse
victims which helped legislate ways of coping with domestic violence. Although the Office of
Domestic Violence was established in 1979 by President Jimmy Carter, The Thurman Case in
1985 set a precedent for domestic violence cases with its claim against the Torrington,
Connecticut Police Department. Tracy Thurman sued twenty-four police officers and the City of
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Torrington after she repeatedly called for police help and her life was threatened in the presence
of responding officers. By the time Thurman brought her suit, she was "permanently disfigured
and partially paralyzed" (McCue 48). In response to the court's decision to award Tracy
Thurman 2.3 million dollars, police departments all over the country adopted "pro-arrest"
policies and set protocols for dealing with domestic violence cases.
Also in 1985, Surgeon General C. Everett Koop stated that "domestic violence is a public
health menace that police alone can not cope with" (McCue 48). In order to help desperate
abused women, organizations such as The National Coalition Against Domestic Violence (in
1978) and Citizens Against Physical and Sexual Abuse (in 1985) were formed. CAPSA shelters
focus on the immediate physical danger to women in abusive situations by not releasing the
location of their shelter and, in general, allowing no males to reside at the shelter. The creation
of these shelters, awareness of domestic abuse at the Federal level, and the far-reaching effects
and shocking details of Tracy Thurman's case brought domestic violence to the consciousness of
everyday American life and introduced better ways of dealing with domestic abuse.
But with Americans' awareness, an ideological perspective also grew that created
expectations of the victim and abuser. Although the Thurman Case and other high-profile cases
were important in helping victims to take action against and to find protection from their
abusers, these cases also helped to standardize Americans' vision of the victim. The fact that
police responding to domestic violence calls are now required to intervene and make an arrest
points to the desperation and helplessness of the victim. Overwhelmingly, women are the focus
of domestic violence trials, making the image of victimization decidedly feminine. Thus, court
cases, media attention, and federal government guidelines have both brought the victim of
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domestic violence to the consciousness of the American public and contributed to contemporary
views of domestic abuse victims as scared, defenseless, confused, and helpless women.
With these images in mind, we can see that Lorena Bobbitt's 1993 interview with Vanity
Fair magazine describes a classic story of emotional and physical abuse: "Lorena says John told

her, again and again, that no man would treat her well, that she was ugly and undeserving. 'He
always said I wasn't going to have anybody ....

He always said men was going to treat me so

bad and I didn't deserve anybody. I always remember those things. I was scared to meet
somebody else"' (Masters 209). Much like Tracy Thurman, Lorena called the police "on
consecutive days" but was often undermined by John, who, at least on one occasion, dismissed
an apartment security guard by saying, "We're just having a little discussion, like husband and
wife" (208-9).
Complimenting this description of abuse, interviewer Kim Masters paints a picture of
Lorena as likable, pitiable, and even pretty. Masters describes Lorena as "timid and outgoing"
and includes a quote from a Marine Corps public affairs officer who said, "I saw his [John
Bobbit's] wife on television and she looked pretty timid"(170-l). When writing about Lorena's
preliminary hearing, Masters offers a description of Lorena's diminutive size-"five
inches tall, 95 pounds"-and

feet two

says that Lorena appeared prettier in person than on television

(170-1). Masters's account of Lorena's court appearance also adds to the image ofa victimized
and frightened woman:
She never looked up that day, except for a few furtive glances. When Virginia prosecutor
Paul Ebert handed Lorena's attorney photos of John's injured torso and penis, pale inside
its Ziploc bag, she didn't even tum to see. She was too scared and nervous. It was
obvious to those that fought for a look at her that this was no trailer-park queen or hardedged biker moll. (171)
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Masters's inclusion of the "trailer-park queen" and "hard-edged biker moll" stereotypes
reinforces the notion that Lorena is their opposite-an

inexperienced, fragile, and abused

woman. Furthermore, Masters implies that Lorena needed to avoid these stereotypes or the
American public would believe that she deserved the abuse. Had the American public seen
Lorena as a trailer-park queen or biker moll, they may have believed she was capable of severing
John's penis all along and not only in response to years of abuse. Instead, Lorena presented the
opposite of the "ball-breaker" image of a biker moll and fit the image of a victim during the
period of her trial.
Masters's description appears earnest, but it also fits nicely with the image that Lorena's
attorney presented in court. In a 1994 essay, folklorist and feminist scholar Linda Pershing
comments on Lorena's appearance as consciously created: "Lorena's defense attorneys
'packaged' her as a demure and devout Catholic, whose innocence and purity were symbolized
by the white silk blouse and ever-visible crucifix on the necklace she wore in the courtroom" (4).
While Lorena's timid and upset demeanor place her firmly within the stereotype of a victim, the
purity symbolized by her "white silk blouse" and the religious devotion suggested by her "evervisible crucifix," add another dimension to her image: not only was Lorena a victim; she was an
undeserving victim. Although most Americans would readily agree that no one deserves to be

battered, Lorena's "packaged" image points to just the opposite: American gender ideology still
attaches value to the female victim's moral status, a status that determines that a morally suspect
woman would deserve abuse. While this disturbing aspect of gender ideology may seem oldfashioned, it still affects many modern American women.
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Most Americans are now familiar with "blame the victim" rhetoric in which a woman
"asks for" abuse by the way she dresses or by her demeanor. While many may openly disagree
with the idea that a woman deserves rape or domestic abuse, this seemingly outdated facet of our
gender ideology was exactly what Lorena's image fought as she entered the televised courtroom
wearing a white blouse and crucifix. The piety, passivity, and purity of Lorena's dress and
manner recall a facet of American gender ideology rooted in the "Angel in the House" ideal.
While Americans may outwardly reject this gender ideal as outdated and irrelevant, a
comparison of Lorena and a woman on trial for murder a century earlier reveal the extent to
which the "Angel in the House" survives today.
Lizzie Borden may seem a world away from Lorena Bobbitt in both time period and
gender ideology, but both women were tried for violent crimes and both knew the stereotypes
they had to present if they wanted to retain their freedom. Borden's tactics and the court's
response are paraphrased by Linda Ben-Zvi:
A court in Fall River, Massachusetts ... freed Lizzie Borden because they could not
imagine that a refined, New England 'Maiden' who wore demure silk, carried flowers,
and wept copiously in court could wield an ax that slew her family. So strong were the
prevailing views about femininity, that even the prosecuting attorney found it hard 'to
conceive' of the guilt of 'one of that sex that all high-minded men revere, that all
generous men love, that all wise men acknowledge their indebtedness to.' (153)
If we replace Borden's flowers with Lorena's crucifix, the picture becomes strikingly similar: we
see a fragile woman in "demure silk" weeping before the court and country, convincing America
of her innocence. Although the statements made about reverence and love for women during
Borden's trial are too overtly patronizing to be spoken in a 1990s courtroom, these sentiments
still existed as an underlying theme during Lorena's trial. The image Lorena and her attorney
presented in court was intended to tap into the gender ideology displayed in the Fall River court
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in 1895: that Lorena, who wore demure white silk, a small gold crucifix, and wept so hard she
could hardly speak, could not possibly have committed such a violent act unless she was driven
against her feminine nature to act out.
Borden's and Bobbitt's cases indicate both the extent to which American gender ideology
has shifted away from blatantly patriarchal themes and the extent to which we are still rooted in
them. In I 895, America accepted the natural passivity, purity, and piety of the feminine ideal
and could openly state that Borden's acquittal was based on her perfection of femininity. In her
book Women Who Kill, historian Ann Jones describes the Fall River courtroom:
What's more, [Borden] was a lady; and that made all the difference. For the men of the
Borden court shared-in addition to a common host of fears-a body of beliefs about
true womanhood. Lizzie Borden owed her life largely to those tacit assumptions: ladies
aren't strong enough to swing a two-pound hatchet hard enough to break a brittle
substance one-sixteenth of an inch thick. Ladies cry a lot. . . . Ladies can not plan more
than a few minutes ahead. Ladies' conversation arises from ignorance, hysteria,
overenthusiasm, or the inability to use language properly, and in any case, is not to be
taken seriously. (231)

As our gender ideology has shifted from the one that acquitted Borden, overt expressions and
expectations of a woman's natural femininity have receded, but shades of the Fall River
courtroom still exist. Although Lorena's attorney could not have openly stated that because she
looked the part of the undeserving female victim she should be acquitted of her crime, Lorena's
image implicitly exploited that very sentiment. Lorena's conspicuous white blouse and crucifix
suggested her status as a morally clean "lady" and, categorized as such, she could be judged in
light of the desperation that would necessarily drive an aggressive act against her husband.
Lorena's and her attorney's ability to use the images of victim and lady reveals the separate
standard by which Americans still evaluate male and female gender roles. For Lorena's defense
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to work to the fullest extent, she needed to display the characteristics of a victimized lady
prescribed by our gender ideology. This image could then work in opposition to another
recognized and accepted gender stereotype portraying John Bobbitt's aggressive macho persona.
The article in Vanity Fair that describes Lorena's abuse also includes comments on
John's behavior. In addition to confirming Lorena's claim of infidelity John's urologist, James
Sehn provides a narrative about John's virility and attitude toward sex. Speaking of John's
ability to function sexually, he states, "He has a working organ ... It's very possible that he's
already had sex, and I wouldn't be surprised. There are stories I could tell, but I won't. There's
no deficit of testosterone"(Masters 212). In response to rumors that John flirted with a candystriper during his recovery, John's lawyer, Gregory Murphy reports "that the mother of the girl
told his client to stay away from her daughter" (212).
John's 1995 interview in Gentleman's Quarterly entitled "Forrest Stump" complements
both Lorena's Vanity Fair interview and the image of John presented in that interview. "Forrest
Stump" follows John through Las Vegas on a promotional tour for his pornographic video, John
Wayne Bobbitt Uncut, and portrays him as an uneducated, over-sexed, haphazard celebrity who

is obsessed with his penis. While this image of John is not flattering, it corresponds with the
information provided by the Vanity Fair interview and with the comments made by his lawyer
and doctor. Although domestic abuse occurs across the social strata of America, the image of the
abuser for most Americans involves uneducated, working-class men and their wives. Not only
did John's job as a bouncer for numerous bars in Massachusetts fit this image, but the
Gentleman 's Quarterly interview also provides readers with the image their ideological

perspective expects:
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Yes, let it be said, it is seven o'clock in the morning and John Wayne Bobbitt is playing
with himself. Oh, at first, it is hard to tell-the room is dark, and John is ensconced in a
blanket pulled up to his shaved chest and tattooed biceps. Indeed, to the uninitiated, John
appears to be engaging in some routine exercise of self-improvement-in this case,
preparing for a series of telephone interviews with drive-time radio jocks by repeating to
himself the words 'ar-tic-u-late' and 'ver-buh-lize.' (234)

Before describing John jumping out from under his blanket to show off his erection, interviewer
Tom Junod is careful to explain that John's agent, Aaron Gordon, told his client not to mumble
lest radio listeners think he was "stupid." By emphasizing John's lack of education and fixation
with his penis, Junod's interview portrays John much as Masters's interview did in Vanity Fair,
but with less seriousness. The John Wayne Bobbitt in both articles is the same stereotype: a
lower-class, uneducated male with a high sex drive. So while John Wayne Bobbitt may be a
distasteful character in both magazine interviews, he at least remains consistent.
Junod adds the suggestion of victim status to John's image (after all, the man was
maimed by his wife), but unlike Lorena's earnest description of abuse, John's image as a victim
is downplayed with humor. Instead of focusing on himself as Lorena's victim, John emphasizes
the celebrity status that his severed penis gives him. When John does speak of himself as a
victim, he repeatedly emphasizes the benefits of this victim status. For example, he aligns
himself with Nancy Kerrigan, hoping their shared victimization could eventually lead to
romance: "I'd like to go out with her. She's a victim, too. She knows how it feels. I would have
gone out with Nicole Simpson, but she didn't make it" (235). The irony, of course, lies in the
alleged domestic violence surrounding Nicole Brown Simpson's separation from her exhusband, O.J. Simpson. Disturbingly, John Bobbitt, who allegedly abused his wife, wants to date
not only Nancy Kerrigan, but also Nicole Brown Simpson, a woman whose domestic abuse may
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have led to her murder. Even while emphasizing his own victimization, John thus promotes
himself as a virile male with a romantic interest in two female victims of violence. So, while
Lorena, her attorney, and Kim Masters each promote Lorena with the only image she can use to
her advantage (the undeserving female victim), John enjoys more freedom to construct his own
image. John is able to play on the humor of the male as victim even as he promotes his physical
recovery and virility. Because of its fluidity, John's image works nicely to relieve cultural
anxiety about the possibility of role reversal between women and men. Although on June 23,
1993, after Lorena had cut off his penis, John lay in bed as the victim of his wife, from that point
onward, John and the American public worked to dispel his victimization by reducing it to
nothing more than a joke. The humor given to John's victimization by his surgeon, his lawyer,
and his interviewer emphasizes John's virility, and thus rebuilds and reinforces assumptions
concerning male dominance.
When placed side by side, the images of John and Lorena Bobbitt complement each
other, playing out specific gender roles that are recognizable and, to a certain extent, acceptable
by American gender ideology. As ugly as they are to face, these roles become acceptable in this
situation because they reinforce American gender ideology so well. Both in court and in the
media, Lorena and John brought expectations of gender roles into relief

Like the seemingly

out-dated Lizzie Borden case, Lorena's case relied on pub.lie belief in her passivity, purity, and
piety to convince the court system and the public that she was indeed a victim acting irrationally
in a moment of temporary insanity. John, on the other hand, denied the charges of spousal
abuse, but played simultaneously the part of the aggressive and over-sexed male. So, while John
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denied officially that he had abused Lorena, his persona did not contradict the image presented
by his wife, his attorney, his doctor, or his agent.
The public images, though, do not address the entire situation. Beneath the images of the
victimized Lorena and the macho John lie the facts that Lorena committed a violent act against
her husband, that she acted out the myth of the female castrator, and that John was susceptible
and vulnerable to her violence. All of these facts indicate the ways in which John and Lorena do
not fit exactly into the gender roles allotted them within patriarchal ideology. So even as
stereotypical images of Lorena and John proliferated on Court TV and in magazine interviews,
the American public was compelled to create jokes to manage the aspects of these people that
challenged and disrupted established gender ideology.
fn addition to the simple joy ofhumor,jokes function first as gauges to society's
anxieties and fears and then as mechanisms for reinforcing ideological values challenged by an
act like Lorena's. In his book The Dynamics of Folklore, Barre Toelken offers examples of
common themes in American jokes:
ff we were to list the most common jokes told in our culture, I believe we could relate
most of them to anxieties, threats, and concerns felt by different groups at different,
noticeable periods of time in our history. Probably the bulk of American jokes concern
sex, politics, religion, and ethnicity-just the very subjects that cause us continual
malaise in conversation, the topics our mothers told us never to discuss in public. (322)

While many people engaged in serious discussion of the Bobbitts, the proliferation of jokes
acted as a way for Americans to release their anxieties without explicitly discussing them. In the
introduction to a special issue on humor in the Journal of American Culture, the authors address
the social function of jokes that "In the truest sense humor is democratic, of the people, by the
people, and for the people" (Hall, Keeter, and Williamson 1). This sense of democracy in humor
13

makes jokes a fitting medium for scrutinizing our ideological beliefs because, even more than
television and printed media, jokes protect and uphold the community's most central beliefs.
While television and other media must appeal to generally accepted ideological gender
prescriptions, the fact that these media are shaped by a wide range of ideologies affects their
representations of gender issues. Although specific ideologies shape the 1ives of people living
within a given social system, individual actions simultaneously shape and reshape those
ideologies. Thus, specific forms of ideological power cannot be ascribed monolithically to the
media or other social institutions. Media representations must attempt to reflect the ideological
perspectives of the individuals shaping ideology, while at the same time appealing to the
variances within the group. The result is often a more moderate vision of a situation in order to
appeal to a mass audience and to avoid excluding large segments of viewers. Jokes, on the other
hand, are more focused. They explain more succinctly (and often more crudely) the anxieties of
the individuals sharing the joke. Although television personalities may make a joking reference
to the Bobbitts' alarming situation, they cannot tell the same explicitly sexual or violent joke
Americans may tell in private. Both the media and private jokes share ideological concerns
about the Bobbitts. The prevalence of media humor indicates the reciprocal nature of the
individual and the media, but private jokes address American anxieties more directly. Thus,
jokes serve as an important means to express concerns about both the Bobbitt's situation and the
way it challenges American gender ideology. A joke that focuses on John Bobbitt's loss of his
penis or Lorena as the castrator, acknowledges anxieties about men emasculated literally and
metaphorically by women and anxieties about women's rising power in society. When people
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share Bobbitt jokes, they create a sense of unity as they implicitly share their concerns about the
Bobbitts' reversal of gender roles.
With an understanding of this theory on humor, an examination of Bobbitt jokes reveals
both anxieties about the validity of American gender roles and the extent to which America still
holds to a patriarchal gender system. According to the Journal of American Culture:

[The] functionalist view analyzes humor as a means of promoting social cohesion,
helping meet mankind's needs of social unity. The message humor communicates is that
people share common values; this in turn makes them feel closer to each other. ...
Through humor and laughter people come to realize that they share many of the same
needs, values, fears and problems. (1)

Bobbitt jokes serve this complex social function on both a small and large scale, since they are
shared between both individuals in everyday situations and in the national arena of the media. As
individual Americans told jokes, they, like the media, shared and reinforced specific ideological
perspectives. Jokes thus promote cohesion both between individuals and throughout society as a
whole.
The mass popularity of Bolbbittjokes in particular points to the American public's need
for a sense of community. While itt is difficult to know exactly how many people told Bobbitt
jokes in their daily lives, the medi:a rea;;tion to the Bobbitts' situation gives some sense of its
audience's needs. Bobbitt jokes amd humorous commentaries were featured on such mainstream
television programs as The Tonigfnt Show and Saturday Night Live, joke pages still abound on
the Internet, and magazines and newspapers were filled with Bobbitt cartoons which still appear
three years after the initial shock mfLo·ena's act. In the same Journal of American Culture
article mentioned earlier, the authcors a1alyze the importance of the popularity of certain types of
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humor: "To be popular it must appeal to a wide audience; it must be understood by all levels of
the general population" (1). The popularity of Bobbitt jokes suggests that the Bobbitts
themselves, and their unusual situation in particular, were both understood and appreciated, on
some level, by the general American population.
This general, communal understanding both reveals and manages American anxiety
about the ways in which the couple did not fit within our traditional gender ideology. Granted,
the violence of Lorena's act was surprising, but America was by this time savvy to reports of
violence both inside and outside the home. However, Lorena turned the American vision of
domestic violence up-side-down because she violently attacked her husband with an easily
accessible weapon-a

common kitchen knife. Not only did the victim become the aggressor, but

she used what power was available to her to do it. What was shocking and what America so
vigorously joked about, was the fact that Lorena was the aggressor, that she attacked John at the
source of his masculinity, and that this attack on John's penis represented a more general attack
on the masculine power that drives American patriarchy.
Lorena Bobbitt's role as a violent and aggressive female definitely shocked the American
public, and Americans began expressing anxieties and drawing similarities between Lorena
Bobbitt and other American women. An example of the anxiety about Lorena's behavior and
other women's behavior are cartoons picturing Hi11aryRodham Clinton and Lorena Bobbitt
together. While the First Lady and Lorena Bobbitt may seem opposites in almost every respect,
cartoons that link the two women illuminate Americans' perceptions and expectations of women
and their role within our gender ideology.
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Unlike Lorena Bobbitt, the First Lady occupies a revered position in conjunction with
her husband's station as the country's leader, and she is expected to stand as an example of the
values and mores held by the majority of Americans. Outside her role as First Lady, Hillary
Rodham Clinton also seems to represent the opposite of Lorena's position: before her position as
First Lady, Hillary Rodham Clinton worked as a successful attorney and reflected a certain
independence by retaining her maiden name after marriage. Lorena Bobbitt, on the other hand,
was a lower-class immigrant who worked as a manicurist. Based on court evidence, we know
Lorena's marriage was abusive and forged on traditional gender ideology; John Wayne Bobbitt
was clearly the major decision maker in the marriage. Why then, were Hillary and Lorena paired
in American cartoons? The answer lies not in the ways that Mrs. Clinton and Lorena differ
socially and economically, but in the ways that each of the two women disrupt traditional
ideologies across class lines.
When Hillary Clinton began the task of healthcare reform, she took on a role new to First
Ladies. Although First Ladies traditionally take up a national cause, like Nancy Reagan's "Just
say No" drug campaign and Barbara Bush's campaign for literacy, Hilary Rodham Clinton,
unlike Nancy Reagan or Barbara Bush, brought both her maiden name and a successful career as
an attorney to the White House. Because of Hillary Rodham Clinton's involvement in policy
formation regarding healthcare, many Americans began to view her as overbearing and possibly
too powerful. The First Lady's image as an overpowering woman is no secret; The New Yorker
magazine recently reported that "political consultants have tinkered with strategies to soften
Mrs. Clinton's image, banishing headbands, diminishing her policy roles, dressing her in pastels,
and nudging her toward more traditional causes" (Mayer 50). Bumper stickers appeared stating
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"Impeach Hillary," implying that America was uncomfortable with a First Lady as politically
involved as Hillary. The bumper sticker and the cartoons about Hillary Rodham Clinton suggest
that she had taken too much power not just as a woman, but as the woman married to the
President. By usurping her husband's position of power, even to a small extent, Hillary Rodham
Clinton was perceived as symbolically castrating the President. With this anxiety about the First
Lady's gender role in mind, the reason she and Lorena appear together in cartoons becomes more
clear: both women were castrators, either symbolically or literally, and both women upset the
patriarchal basis of American gender ideology.
Like Lorena's successful emphasis of her victimization, Hillary Rodham Clinton's image
began to tum back toward a traditional and acceptable role when the President was accused of
stereotypically masculine behavior. With the 1998 news of the President's illicit affair, the First
Lady's approval rating among Americans began to rise. In the wake of the Monica Lewinsky
affair, Hillary Rodham Clinton gained some of the victim status Lorena Bobbitt sought during
her trial; disturbingly, this victim status improved the First Lady's standing in American minds
by reinforcing our notions of traditional gender ideology. According to The New Yorker, in the
aftennath of the Monica Lewinsky affair, "Americans have never liked [Hillary Clinton] better"
(50). The more the First Lady was perceived as a victim, the more popular she became among
women who consider themselves "non-feminists." Explaining the reason behind Hillary's new
popularity, The New Yorker quotes Celinda Lake, a Democratic pollster:
'Before, these women regarded her as a challenge to their values.' Values such as being
poorly treated by men? Essentially, yes, Lake says: 'Most women don't have power and
control over the men in their lives.' So, thanks to Monica, Hillary is, finally, just one of
the girls. (50)
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Like Master's use of biker molls" and "trailer-park queens" to clarify Lorena Bobbitt's image,
this framing of Hillary Rodham Clinton as "one of the girls" accesses ideological assumptions
about women's roles. In order for American gender ideology to accommodate Hillary Rodham
Clinton, the First Lady must become a victim rather than an aggressor. Like Lorena Bobbitt,
Hillary Rodham Clinton's chance for acceptance among the American public comes only with a
softening of her powerful and threatening image.
But the First Lady's victim status emerged slowly. In 1993, before Monica Lewinsky but
after Lorena Bobbit, a cartoon appeared picturing the President and First Lady in bed (see
appendix). While the President sleeps smiling, Hillary sits awake thinking, "Hillary Rodham
Bobbitt." Because of her controlling image in the American public's eyes, one can assume that
the cartoon First Lady was contemplating not a marriage to John Wayne Bobbitt, but an alliance
with Lorena Bobbitt. The implication is clear: Hillary was viewed as symbolically castrating the
President and easily linked with a woman who literally castrated her husband. This early link
between Hillary and Lorena points to anxieties about women gaining power across the social
spectrum. As a patriarchal society, America could not accept a woman's power-especially

the

highly symbolic power of the First Lady without assuming the necessity of castration.
Five years later in 1998, anxieties about women and their place in American gender
ideology had changed very little. Soon after news broke of the affair between the President and
Monica Lewinsky, a cartoon of Hillary Rodham Clinton and Lorena Bobbitt appeared which
pictured the First Lady introducing Lorena Bobbitt to the President (see appendix). While
Lorena stands out of the President's sight, Hillary Rodham Clinton says, "Don't worry, honey ...
I've even got you a new girl friend!" The caption above the cartoon reads: "Hillary Takes
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Charge!" Embedded in this cartoon are the anxieties produced by both Lorena and Hillary and
their roles as women. Hillary's perceived power is displayed by the irony of the mixture of her
conventional female role as caretaker and by the manner in which she "takes care" of her
husband-two

roles the public watched as the Monica Lewinsky affair unraveled.

As the investigation against the President gained momentum, Mrs. Clinton appeared to
support her husband fully. The first lady vocalized a fear that the allegations against her
husband were a conspiracy to smear his name and the Presidential record. But at the same time,
Hillary played a conventionally female role by supporting her husband, she also actively sought
to take care of the situation by speaking out about her suspicions of conspiracy. Hillary's two
attitudes on the subject of her husband's affair displayed a dichotomy similar to Lorena's; while
on the one hand the First Lady was a passive victim of adultery, on the other hand she was a
dynamic representation of the White House, who came up with her own reasons for the
investigation.
Like Lorena Bobbitt's conflicting images, Hillary Rodham Clinton's two images in the
minds of American public created a gap in which anxieties grew. In light of the example set by
Lorena's violence, would other women, such as Hillary Rodham Clinton, retaliate against
adultery? According to her trial testimony and media statements, Lorena Bobbitt castrated her
husband because of the abuse she suffered during their marriage, including John's alleged
continual infidelity. Because Lorena served no jail time, but was instead sentenced to a mental
facility, the American public perceived that Lorena essentially "got away with it." The cartoon
implies that if women gain the power perceived in Hillary, assumptions of male dominance in
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our gender ideology will be threatened and the traditional sexual double standard may bring
dangerous consequences for men.
The 1998 cartoon speaks clearly about the connections between the potential actions of
the First Lady and Lorena Bobbitt, but it also points to Hillary's increasing victim status. Like
Lorena, Hillary Clinton could not be totally accepted as a victim because of her image as a
strong and controlling woman. But an important distinction between the 1993 and 1998 cartoons
is the slightly increased ideological distance between the two women in the latter cartoon. In the
1993 cartoon, Hillary Rodham Clinton wants to appropriate Lorena Bobbitt's power. The
acquisition of the name Bobbitt clearly refers to a marriage between Lorena's action and
Hillary's desire for power. In contrast, the 1998 cartoon shows the First Lady and Lorena Bobbit
as two separate individuals. Relying on the First Lady's assumed moral and social superiority,
the 1998 cartoon displays Lorena Bobbitt as a hit-woman in the employ of Hillary Rodham
Clinton. By physically and socially separating the First Lady and Lorena Bobbitt, the latter
cartoon reestablishes Hillary's social and moral status by implying that, unlike Lorena Bobbitt,
Hillary Rodham Clinton could not castrate the President herself. Thus, the 1998 cartoon still
exhibits anxiety about women's desire for power, but at the same time it reinforces the preferred
position for women as victims.
Like the Hillary cartoons, Bobbitt jokes in general starkly display American anxieties
about shifting gender roles. Jokes about Lorena focus primarily on her dichotomous image as
both victim and aggressor. One particularly anxiety laden joke comes in the form of the song "50
Ways to Cleave Your Lover," sung to the tune of Paul Simon's song "Fifty Ways to Leave Your
Lover":
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The problem was she didn't
Like the way you run her life
And that she wants to find some way
To end all of this strife,
And since the day the man stood
And pronounced you man and wife
She's dreamt of 50 ways to cleave her lover.
She's lain awake at night
And thought of what she'd do
Practiced on root vegetables
And now my boy it's true
That tonight it's not the carrot's turn
It's time she showed you
50 ways to cleave her lover
50 ways to cleave her lover
Chorus:
She could cut off your dick, Mick
Hack off your old boy, Roy
Snip off your nob, Bob
And set herself free.
Whip off your cock, Jock
She won't leave you with much, Bud
She'll chop down your tree, Lee
And set herself free.
(Online Dec. 1997)

This song reveals the conflicting images of Lorena the American public had to deal with and
indicates the difficulty in categorizing Lorena within our gender ideology. While the song
expresses a certain sympathy for Lorena ("she didn't like the way you run her life" and "she
wants to find some way to end all this strife"), it also portrays how Lorena stepped out of her
categorization as a victim and planned to maim John, practicing the crime on "root vegetables."
By implying that Lorena planned her attack, this joke taps into a fear about women's anger at the
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patriarchal system embodied by the overly-macho John and, like the Hillary Clinton cartoons, it
suggests that retaliation.
Such retaliation potentially exists beyond the limits of Lorena Bobbitt's case. Because
the lyrics do not explicitly state that Lorena was abused, interpretation is opened to everyday
American women struggling for control of their own lives. The "she" in this song does not like
the way her husband is controlling her, so she takes action and "sets herself free." Furthermore,
the refrain "set herself free" implies a positive outcome to Lorena's violence and is reminiscent
of slogans from the feminist movement. Lorena took control of her own situation, violently
enacting the popular notion of female empowerment and bypassing institutions created to help
her, such as CAPSA or her local police department. With this in mind, "50 Ways to Cleave
Your Lover" becomes a warning to men and a refutation of a system created to help women Iike
Lorena Bobbitt. The power perceived and feared in Lorena Bobbitt and Hillary Rodham Clinton
creates anxiety because not only do these women appear to disregard-or

at least challenge-

patriarchal power structures, but they also provide cross-class models for other women.
Increasing anxiety about female retaliation at the time of the Bobbitt case about women
dealing with domestic violence was definitely on the American public's mind. The following
two jokes emphasize Lorena's predicament and reveal American anxiety about women who step
out of the victim role to take action:
It seems the Bobbitt incident was all a misunderstanding. Lorena was upset about how
her husband was treating her and asked a counselor what she should do. The counselor
suggested that she might "try a separation." (on-line December, 1997)
Any truth to the rumor that Lorena Bobbitt is about to start stumping for tougher
domestic violence laws? (on-line December, 1997)
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rn both of these jokes,

Lorena attempts to use accepted means of dealing with domestic violence,

(legislation and counseling), but the jokes address the fact that these institutions can fail a
woman in Lorena's situation. By alluding to the system's failure and emphasizing what Lorena
did to gain power in her marriage, these jokes acknowledge both a disparity in power
relationships between men and women and a fear of women's anger about the institutions that
fail them.
In contrast to the emphasis on domestic violence and Lorena's grasp at power, jokes
about John Bobbitt focused on his loss of masculinity and his confused gender role. In these
jokes, John's loss of his penis-and

thus his power-confused

his role as a male. While many

jokes relied on simple word play or the fact that John temporarily lost his penis, the most
revealing are those that indicate how John changed because of his injury. In one joke, John
Bobbitt is linked to pop singer, Michael Jackson: "What did Michael Jackson say to John
Bobbitt? Silly Bobbitt, dicks are for kids" (on-line December, 1997). After his injury, John
Bobbitt gained celebrity status, but this joke questions his masculine role by linking him to a
notoriously androgynous celebrity. In addition, the joke refers to a lawsuit against Jackson for
allegedly molesting an under-aged boy. Thus, John Bobbitt's emasculation connects him to
pedophilia, one of our society's most intolerable crimes and questions not only his masculine
role, but whether an emasculated male deserves any place at all in American gender ideology.
As Americans told this joke, they could simultaneously express the value of masculinity and
decry the crime of pedophilia, thus acknowledging a communal definition of the accepted
masculine role and rejecting deviation from it.
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In other jokes, John Bobbitt's castration indicates his feminization. While these jokes are
not as dark as the one linking him with pedophilia, they also help to reinforce John's loss of
traditional masculinity:
John Bobbitt is suffering from PMS-Penis
1997).

Missing Syndrome. (on-line December,

Human society is made up of"Hunters" and "Gatherers." After the attack, John Bobbitt
became both. (on-line December, 1997)
Did you hear that John Bobbitt is changing his name to avoid the publicity? Yeah, he's
changing it to Les Johnson or maybe Les Manley. (on-line December, 1997)

While all three jokes reinforce John Bobbitt's loss of masculine status, particularly as he is
associated with feminine roles, they also express an anxiety about men's vulnerability to
women's perceived power. As stated earlier, John's macho persona was consistently and highly
publicized, but what most fascinated American joke tellers was John's vulnerability to his wife's
attack. As Americans told jokes that focused on John's loss of masculinity, they again defined
and reinforced the traditional masculine role and its opposition to John's victimization. Within
the scope of America's patriarchal gender ideology, John's vulnerability to female power makes
him ridiculous and "Les Manley," implying that a man outside his masculine role is merely a
joke.
In reaction to the idea that John's physical and sexual prowess was attacked, other jokes
began reinstating John's sexuality and tapping into the spectacle of his severed member. In a
preview of his career in pornography, one joke portrays John Bobbitt as a Playgirl centerfold:
"Did you hear that John Bobbitt will be posing for a spread in Playgirl? Yeah, he will appear on
page 20, continued on page 24" (on-line December 1997). Although John seems to gain some
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control of his situation (he is, after all, able to lucratively display his penis), his appeal in

Playgirl depends upon the fact that his penis was attacked. By expressing America's intense
interest in John Bobbitt's genitalia, this joke acknowledges John as an anomaly and points to the
importance of categorizing him as such. This joke directly addresses America's need to separate
itself from and laugh at John as an outcast from traditional conceptions of masculinity.
From this sampling of Bobbitt jokes, we can see that the main concerns of Americans
were the same ones dealt with the Vanity Fair and Gentleman's Quarterly interviews: Lorena's
violence was seemingly in direct contrast with her victimization, while John's victimization
threatened his assumed dominant position. Through jokes, Americans addressed the issue of
domestic violence and ways in which the system apparently failed Lorena, even as they
expressed and then laughed at an anxiety about women gaining and using social power. Jokes
about John, on the other hand, reveal how important the reinstatement of masculinity is to our
gender ideology. At the same time that American jokes managed specific anxieties about the
Bobbitts, all these jokes acted as a way for Americans to distance themselves from the Bobbitts'
situation. By pointing to and laughing at the ways in which the Bobbitts did not fit into a
patriarchal system of beliefs, America was able to categorize Lorena's aggression and John's
victimization as both ridiculous and unusual, thereby protecting the traditional patriarchal power
structure. But the Bobbitts' situation was extreme; Lorena was not only aggressive, she was
violent and John was not only vulnerable, he was physically victimized. Although jokes helped
to distance America from the Bobbitts, the attack on American gender ideology was severe
enough that a symbolic rebuilding of masculine power became necessary. This problem was
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answered by John's career in pornography which rebuilt his image as a normal man with sexual
desire for women and a fully functional penis.
By starring in pornographic films, John Bobbitt reassured Americans that not only was he
fully recovered (and enhanced), but that the male position of dominance was secure. Both John
Wayne Bobbitt Uncut and his second film Frankenpenis display typically patriarchal themes:
men control both the physical act of sex and their female partners, while women are subservient
to both their insatiable sex drive and to the male. While at first pornography may appear to
represent a fringe element of American gender ideology, closer inspection reveals the ways in
which it employs and enhances traditional gender roles.
While many Americans may vocalize offense at pornography, these same Americans
may not mind the rampant jokes about John Bobbitt. As the titles suggest, both John and the
production company, Leisure Time Communications, understand the attraction to John as both
joke and spectacle. Most importantly, the use of humor to sell John's videos points to the
relationship between the themes of John's pornographic films and the ideologies upholding
"decent" America. The humor about John Bobbitt's situation carries over from the jokes
America told to the films Leisure Time made. Although the outward representation is different,
the joke remains the same: a woman's attack on the patriarchy in such a literal way is impossible
to achieve, and John's vulnerability was thus only momentary.
With the release of John Wayne Bobbitt Uncut and Frankenpenis, John Bobbitt and
Leisure Time Communications upheld American ideology by rebuilding assumptions of male
dominance and female submissiveness. As he literally uses his recovered penis as an instrument
of power, John Bobbitt's "comeback" signifies a healing of threatened masculinity. While power
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relationships between men and women in pornography may seem distant from mainstream
America's gender ideology, the roles played out reflect merely an exaggeration of a system of
ideological beliefs already in place. The roles played in John Bobbitt's pornographic films bring
into relief the same roles he and Lorena played out in the media: Lorena as the submissive,
victimized female, and John as the over-sexed, dominant male. Like these mass media
representations of traditional gender ideology, pornography assumes male dominance and female
submission. This link between popular culture and pornographic representation of gender roles
is not simply about sexual behavior; rather, the connection reveals pervasive ideological beliefs
about men's and women's power relationships. While both pornographic and conventional
representations of sex place women in inferior positions to men, an important difference
between them is that women in pornographic films are sexually insatiable. Aside from playing
out a stereotypical masculine fantasy, female sexual insatiability in pornography is an important
part of establishing female submissiveness. By continually placing women under the control of
both their sex drives and their male partners, the films cast women as unable to control
themselves and in need of domination.
The main theme of both John Wayne Bobbitt and frankenpenis is that John Bobbitt is
just an average man who has been catapulted to celebrity status and may now reap the rewards.
One reward John enjoys in John Wayne Bobbitt Uncut, is the ability to tell his version of the
story. The title of this film cleverly sets up its audience by the double entendre of its title; in
addition to its allusion to John's recovered member, Uncut makes an allusion to truth in the
same way an "unauthorized" biography catches its readers' attention. While the video clearly
offers a disclaimer about the reality of the situations presented, the fact that John Wayne Bobbitt
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narrates the story himselfleaves the audience some room to believe him as he recasts himself
and Lorena in traditional gender roles.
Furthermore, John Wayne Bobbitt Uncut employs fantasy to diminish Lorena's power.
The film re-enacts the night of the crime, but recasts Lorena within the male fantasy of female
sexual insatiability. John Wayne Bobbitt Uncut invokes specific female stereotypes, suggesting
that Lorena's act sprang from her desire for sex, her female selfishness, and her over-emotional
behavior. In John's version of the night of the crime, he and Lorena have consensual sex which
debunks Lorena's claim of marital sexual assault. In addition, Lorena is angered not by John's
physical abuse, but by sexual neglect: she wants more and feels rejected after John falls asleep.
Thus, according to the film, it is Lorena's insatiable sex drive and John's inspiration of her
desire that leads to Lorena's violent act. Although John Wayne Bobbitt Uncut absolves John of
charges of domestic abuse, it simultaneously highlights Lorena's hysteria and uncontrollable
desire in order to imply that Lorena deserved any abuse she received and that John was guilty of
nothing but stereotypical, yet harmless behavior-falling

asleep after a short sexual encounter

with his wife.
The rest of John Wayne Bobbitt Uncut portrays John's recovery of sexual ability through
continual sexual encounters with multiple partners. The women of this film are drawn to John,
not only because of his sexual allure, but because they want to see his penis and help him
recover. In this way, the film illuminates women's role in rebuilding the power structure of a
patriarchal gender ideology. As willing participants in the reconstruction of male
dominance/female submission, the women of John Wayne Bobbitt Uncut approach the
unsuspecting John in groups of two, including icons of male sexual fantasy: nurses and beauty
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pageant contestants. John's position as a male reasserting his masculinity in opposition to
Lorena acts as a powerful attraction for the women in this film. Before his full recovery from the
reattachment surgery, a nurse approaches John in his hospital room. Even though the film states
that John was told he would not be able to have sex for at least six months, John's penis
responds and soon they are engaged in coitus. Then, another nurse sees the couple and is also
drawn to John's room. In his first sexual encounter after the reattachment of his penjs, John
enjoys the benefits of a man upholding masculinity-multiple

women clamoring for his sexual

attention. The interplay between John's inherent attractiveness to women and his immediate
recovery displays starkly the part women play in the rebuilding of patriarchal power. Because
women cannot stay away from John, and he does not approach them, John Wayne Bobbitt Uncut
supports the fantasy that multiple women will be drawn to men actively engaged in upholding
patriarchal structures.
In addition to his ability to attract multiple women who embody idealized visions of
female sexuality, John also asserts his dominance in every sexual encounter. At the conclusion
of each sexual act (in both John Wayne Bobbitt Uncut and Frankenpenis), John positions himself
on top of his female partner and ejaculates onto their bodies. This display of male dominance is
explained in Feminism and Pornography as a direct retaliation to women's perceived power:
"pornography allows men to 'reassert their mastery over women' and reassure themselves that
they are 'still on top' in spite of the women's movement" (77). The women of John Wayne
Bobbitt's films never object to this crude and degrading behavior, but appear to enjoy it,
emphasizing their acceptance of his domination. The repetitiveness of this act emphasizes the
same roles played out in both John's and Lorena's interviews and addresses the same anxieties
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about role reversal that America's jokes addressed. The women of pornography play the part of
victims at the hands of a dominating male, but in John Bobbitt's films, women are happy with
their victimization. In a disturbingly crude manner, John Wayne Bobbitt reassures America that
the anxiety produced by women like Hillary Rodham Clinton and Lorena Bobbitt is fleeting.
By constantly portraying John as the cause of women's desire, the films repeatedly refute
Lorena's act: the women of John Wayne Bobbitt Uncut and Frankenpenis are awakened by
John's presence, but unlike Lorena, they happily take what John gives them, correcting Lorena's
behavior on the night of the crime. In these sexual scenarios, men's and women's traditional
gender roles are reinstated in opposition to the threat posed by Lorena and other women who
may not "know their place." Describing part of the allure of women's degradation in
pornography, authors Berger, Searles, and Cottle state that "pornography is thus appealing
because the sight of women's bodies confirms one's sense of maleness, and the sight of women
in passive, dominated positions confirms one's sense of masculinity" (78). Inherent in this
description of masculinity is an assumption that masculinity only arises in domination of women
and therefore may be confused ifthere is either no group to dominate, or women are perceived
as gaining power for themselves.
John's second film, Frankenpenis, continues the play on spectacle and the rebuilding of
patriarchal power as John undergoes penis enlargement surgery. The first sexual encounter of
the film ends with John's partner expressing disappointment regarding his penis size and
suggesting an enlargement. Because John's penis may be seen as the symbol of power in these
films, the message here is that women are satisfied only when male power and masculinity reach
a pinnacle of dominance. In trying to decide whether to undergo surgery or not, two points tum
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John toward the enlargement: he will "get more chicks" and he will "show his wife that she
didn't really hurt [him]; she made things better." With his enlarged penis, John will enjoy more
controlling situations over more women, while simultaneously refuting the damage done by
Lorena as he rebuilds his power through an even larger phallus. As Doctor Frankenpenis aptly
states, "only in America."
Footage from an actual penile enlargement surgery is intercut with shots of Dr.
Frankenpenis, creating a strange, if not potent, link between fantasy and reality. By including
the surgery, Frankenpenis illuminates the possibility of everyday American men's ability to gain
the power and masculinity now embodied by John Wayne Bobbitt. As mentioned earlier, these
films reinforce John's persona as a "regular guy" whose publicity about his penis catapulted him
to celebrity status. Frankenpenis offers to rebuild the masculinity of any American male who
perceives his power as slipping.
Also important to the link between the average American man and John Bobbitt, is the
fact that John's surgery does not involve the addition of a prosthetic. As John's surgeon says, the
surgery only enhances what is already present in John by disconnecting and pulling out the shaft
of John's penis, and then reconnecting it to add length. To add width, fat is first taken from
John's body and then injected to his penis. The depiction of John's surgery works in two ways.
First, it appropriates Lorena's crime (severing and then reconnecting), but this time the outcome
is John's empowerment and enhanced masculinity; as John says, he can show Lorena" that she
didn't really hurt me; she made things better." Second, the fact that John Bobbitt's surgery
involves no prosthesis conveys his new and more powerful masculinity as something that was
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present in him the entire time. In this scene, then, Frankenpenis tells its viewers that the power
of male dominance is always present; it only needs to be rediscovered and drawn out.
With John's added length and width, his dream of "getting more chicks" comes true, but
he still harbors anxiety about Lorena. In a dream sequence, a caricature of Lorena Bobbitt
sharpens two carving knives, saying "Hello John, I'm so glad you made it bigger, so I have a lot
more to cut off" This short scene again acknowledges an anxiety about women gaining power.
Lorena Bobbitt's desire to cut John a second time reveals a belief that men must constantly be
aware of women's power, for just as men gain it, women will want to seize it from them.
However, in the same way that John Wayne Bobbitt Uncut replays Lorena's crime and corrects
her behavior, Frankenpenis follows the Lorena dream sequence with women as helpmates to
John's reassertion of male dominance. Indeed, with his enlargement, John Bobbitt's power is so
attractive to women that he must employ guards to keep them away. But, of course, John's
guards are no match for female desire; they sneak onto the grounds of his large home, three at a
time, to have sex with him or engage in lesbian sex for him to watch. With an even larger
phallus, John's attractiveness increases and a greater number of women simultaneously clamor
for John's sexual attention.
In an exaggerated genre, John's films serve to demystify and categorize the dichotomies
in Lorena Bobbitt and Hilary Rodham Clinton that Americans dealt with through jokes and
cartoons. Just as these cartoons demonstrate how the appeal of female victimization crosses
class lines, media treatment of John Wayne Bobbitt and President Clinton illustrate the appeal of
male domination across class lines. When America began to accept the First Lady as a victim, it
was because the President exhibited behavior associated with the role John Wayne Bobbitt
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embodied-the

stereotypical male. Both Lorena Bobbitt's and Hillary Rodham Clinton's

victimization came from adulterous husbands, but while Lorena emasculated John after his
infidelity, Hillary was accused of emasculating the President before his affair with Monica
Lewinsky. Thus, both men were faced with their perceived emasculation and how to recover the
dominant role so necessary to their ideological power.
In the same way that pornographic films rebuilt John Wayne Bobbitt's masculine image,
media exploitation of the Monica Lewinsky affair began to rebuild President Clinton's
masculinity. As the perceived power balance between the First Lady and the President shifted to
one more acceptable to a patriarchal gender ideology, Hillary's ratings went up and the
President's remained steady. The anxieties that previously produced the bumper sticker stating
"Impeach Hillary" seemed to disappear as the question of the President's emasculation became
mute.
Although many Americans expressed moral outrage at President Clinton's affair, they did
not express that this moral failing affected his job as the President. Unlike the moral cleanliness
required of Lorena, President Clinton and John Wayne Bobbitt profited ideologically from
decidedly immoral behavior. In addition, the power America feared in Hillary was accepted in
her husband even after he reinstated it through immoral action. Both men also regained their
masculine status through their direct victimization of women. By focusing their attention on the
President's sexual relationship, the American media endowed President Clinton with the same
masculine power that John sought through pornography; both men could be seen exerting their
power over women and both men profited by it. Just as America's patriarchal ideology held the
lower-class Lorena and the upper-class Hillary Rodham Clinton to the same gender expectations,
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our gender ideology also closes the seemingly wide social class gap between John Wayne
Bobbitt and the President of the United States. Although the Bobbitts and the Clintons at first
appear to occupy opposite ends of a social spectrum, it is clear that both couples must adhere to
the same patriarchal gender roles in order to be accepted by American ideology.
Lorena's marketability as a star of pornography would not be received well after the
action she took against John's sexual organ. In addition, Lorena's victim status eliminates her
from women's roles in pornography because these representations of women fantasize the actual
victimization Lorena endured. Watching a victim of alleged domestic violence acting in
pornography would bring reality to the fantasy of pornography, thus forcing viewers and those
with simple knowledge of Lorena to confront the parallel between this underground activity and
dominant viewpoints in American gender ideology. When viewed beside John's choice, Lorena's
lack of options points to what America is willing to accept. For Lorena to use humor as John did
to parody her situation would indicate a move toward an acceptance of her action and her image,
which are both unmanageable ideas for America. However, John's ability to use his
predicament to his advantage indicates what is ideologically acceptable.
Furthermore, Lorena could not use her status as a victim to act as a spokeswoman for
public awareness campaigns about domestic violence. Because systems created to help Lorena
apparently failed her and she violently bypassed them, Lorena's presence would confuse the
message of CAPSA or any other institution in place to help women escape. So while Lorena
may have aptly presented her victimization in court and in the media, she could not use it to her
advantage as John had used his, because her image presented confusion whereas John's
remained consistent.
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Thus, although both John and Lorena Bobbitt were both assigned gender prescribed roles
in association with their publicity, John's masculine role afforded him a freer range of
ideological movement to gain both notoriety and income. Because Lorena was a victimized
woman who took power into her own hands, she had no options-whether

she wanted them or

not-to gain success. By examining John's movement in American society against Lorena's, we
see again the links between mainstream America's gender ideology and the ideology expressed
literally and unmistakably in pornography. Blatant images of male power and female
domination may be unacceptable within the mainstream, but as exemplified by the Bobbitts, and
even the Clintons, it appears these images merely play out what America wants to ignore-that
we still believe in the intrinsic powerlessness of women and accept patriarchal assumptions as
the norm.
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